Review of IOT in Pet Management
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Abstract: With the advent of new technologies and enhancement in the ones already existing, particularly in the IT industry, the mankind has received so many technologies at their disposal such that they can reduce their physical efforts and adopt to more automatic friendly methods in order to get their jobs done. One such technology that is rapidly developing is the IOT. Internet of Things is basically a cluster of networking devices interconnected with each other and are embedded with sensors and connectivity chips that enable exchange of data between devices and thus making it responsive. The concept of IOT can well be paired to pets and managing their various activities. In this paper, we see how we can manage pets without much human intervention using the concept of IOT.
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I. Introduction

In the era where technology is developing so rapidly, humans today are exposed to a variety of technologies which they could only imagined to have been existed few years back. New technologies are being introduced in various fields, be it medicine, engineering or even banking and finance and many more. The main aim of introducing the technologies in various fields is to reduce human efforts and maximize automation of work so as to get better productivity with minimum usage of any resource. Saying so, with technologies playing a pivotal role in lives of humans, the way humans have been living has also undergone a drastic change by adapting the various technologies they are getting at their disposal.

One such interesting technology that has seen its emergence is the use of Internet of Things (IoT) for managing pets. Humans these days have become so busy with their lives that sometimes it becomes difficult for them to spend some quality time with their pets. This negligence often affects their pets negatively. To avoid such things to happen, technologies are being conceptualized keeping in mind about the various aspects of pets’ behavior and their needs. As a result, technologies are developing to aid humans to manage their pets while they are not around them physically. Thus pets are made to feel more lively with such technologies and also it allows humans to have some kind of relief for their pets while they are not around.

II. Literature Survey

Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the most rapidly developing technologies that has seen its emergence in the past few years. As of 2016, the vision of the Internet of Things has evolved due to a convergence of multiple technologies, including ubiquitous wireless communication, real-time analytics, machine learning, commodity sensors, and embedded systems[2]. In simple words, IoT has been developed by combining various electronic devices together which are inter-connectable and able to transmit data, i.e., efficient transmission of data should happen without much human intervention.

The “things” in the IoT not only can be referred as “connected together”, but also can be realized as the functions of recognition, localization, tracing, management, and so on. IoT requires all things to be identified[1]. This definitely is true in the case of pet management via IoT. Though pet owners may not be present physically with their pets but at least the pets would be able to feel their presence, even though it is virtual in nature.

Seeing such scope, the economic impact and benefits of IoT will be huge in future. Gartner predicts that the aggregated value and economic benefit of the IoT will exceed $1.9 trillion in the year 2020 alone[3]. The analysts at McKinsey & Company have looked at the Iot and have identified 6 major benefits (at least) that the Iot will bring:

- Tracking behavior for real-time marketing;
- Enhanced situational awareness;
- Sensor-driven decision analytics;
- Process optimization;
• Optimized Resource Consumption; And
• Instantaneous Control And Response In Complex Autonomous Systems.

III. Pet Management Through Iot


The Most Recent Pet Ownership Study By The American Pet Products Association (APPA) Noted That 85 Million Families (68 Percent Of All U.S. Households) Own A Pet, And More And More Of These Families Are Viewing Their Pets As Family Members. In Fact, A 2016 Survey Found 95 Percent Of Pet Owners See Their Pets As Part Of Their Family, Up 7 Points From 2007[6].

Luckily Today, With The Help Of IOT We Can Provide Some Of These Things Using Machines And Help You Save Your Otherwise Precious Time. Many Of These Things Are Repetitive And Usually Done On Fixed Schedules. We Can Use Smart Machines That Can Adapt Using The External Stimuli Like Temperature, Animal Behaviour And Many Other Factors.

1. Food

One Of The Most Important Task Of A Pet Owner Is To Provide Timely Food To Their Pet. There Can Be Cases When The Owner Fails To Accomplish This Task, Due To Several Reasons Like Busy Schedule, Uninvited Guests, Or He Might Not Be Physically Present There To Provide Food. Under Such Conditions Our Smart Machine Can Recognize The Failure Of The Owner To Accomplish The Task And Based On The Situation It Can Either Remind The Owner To Accomplish The Same Or Automatically Fill The Feeder.

It Can Happen That The Pet Food Stored In The House Has Been Exhausted And The Owner Has Forgotten To Get More Food. In Such Cases Our Smart Machine Will Inform The Owner To Get The Pet Food. It Will Take A Step Further By Reminding The Owner About The Same, The Next Time He Visits The Super Mart.

![Figure 1: Automated Pet Feeder](image)

2. Location

It Might Happen That The Pet Escapes The Perimeter Of The House While The Owner Was Busy With Something Else. In Such Cases Our Pet Monitoring Functionality Will Come Into Action. It Is Equipped With A GPS Device That Can Track The Location Of The Pet And Send It To The Owner On His Smart Device Such As Smart Phone, Tabs Or Their Laptops Etc. This Way Even The Most Notorious Pets Can Be Found Easily And Brought Back Home.
3. Automated Calling

This feature is used when the owners are away from their homes, at work or some other place. In this, our cameras will keep a constant track of the pet and record its behavior patterns. In case some abnormal behavior or threat is found, the monitoring system will immediately inform the pet owner who can then have direct visuals through the internet on his smart device.

This feature can also be used when the owners want to keep an eye on their ill pets and want to comfort them through video calling, as both-sided visuals can be provided.

4. Automated Tanks

Aquatic animals kept in tanks require very specific temperatures, salinity levels, oxygen levels, and controlled exposure to sunlight. Thus, we can manage the temperature of the tanks by using appropriate sensors and heaters that work automatically as and when required.

Oxygen monitoring and maintaining can be taken care by our machines, that constantly track the oxygen levels. Salinity levels and sunlight (U.V. rays) can be controlled automatically once the requirements have been taken from the owner. This reduces the work of the owner by a great fraction and also reduces the scope of human error.
5. **Entertainment**

There are many instances when pets become bored, as their owners are not present there and they have nothing to do. This frequently occurs with very playful pets like dogs and cats. In such cases, our systems automatically engage them with playful activities and games, to keep their minds distracted and keep them entertained. Our systems detect their behaviour and make an estimate about their moods and act accordingly.

IV. **Future Scope**

As humans are getting more accustomed to newer technologies day by day, the introduction of technologies for managing pets can also have a good scope. With newer technologies which may pretty much be integrated with the existing smart home technologies or even their very own mobile phones, humans may find it a lot more easier to manage their pets from anywhere they want. The visions for such development have already been seeded and we just need to give a shape to the vision that has been proposed. The envisioned technologies may have variety of new operational methods but the basis would be IOT. Thus with IOT we can address the issue of remote monitoring, feeding, analyse health and ensure their well being in future[5].

V. **Conclusion**

With the fast-paced lives of humans these days, it becomes crucial to come up with some innovative technologies that benefit the pets when the owners are not around them. Though initiatives have been started to adopt to such technologies, but still pet management via IOT has not seen a wide spread usage yet. It becomes imperative to encourage pet owners to adopt to these developing technologies and introduce it to their pets so that they do not have to worry much when their pets are
Left Alone At Home To Manage At Their Own And Also Check Upon Them For Their Well Being And Happiness.
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